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Abstract. This paper explores the massive multiple-input multiple-output (Ma-MIMO) communication system possessing large number of antennas at the base station (BS) serving multiple user terminal (UT) in single cell configuration. Due the large number of antennas at the BS, the RF chains used is also increasing with the increase in the total power consumption of the system such as circuit power consumption, filter, mixer and digital to analog converter power consumption. The main aim of this paper is to reduce the transmit power consumption with the proposed antenna selection and power allocation approach. Initially, the equal power is allocated to users to find the optimal number of antenna selection. Then for the number of antennas selected the optimal power allocation is derived to users. An algorithm is proposed to iteratively find the antenna selection and power allocation. The simulation is done to evaluate the average data rate and to find the optimal transmit power of the system.
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1. Introduction

The Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (Ma-MIMO) antenna is a multi-user MIMO that is used to massively make better use of spectral efficiency, robustness to interference, increased bandwidth and reduced latency and it is used to provide a solution for high demand communication system like cellular mobile communication that require high data rate, less interference and better coverage and connectivity. The channel between the transmitter and receiver is estimated from orthogonal pilot sequences which are limited by the coherence time of the channel. Ma-MIMO has some main issues that are related to the technique used in the antenna selection and power allocation. We provide an overview of recent trends concerning antenna selection and power allocation then provide an enhancement to selected technique.

In [1], an antenna selection technique has been reviewed with considering different criterion such that channel capacity and bit error rate seeking both cost and hardware complexity reduction and It has proven that the performance is improved with the increase of number of receive antennas. The main target is to improve the spectral and transmit-energy efficiency [1–7] and it is obtained by increasing the number of antennas and RF chains. However, system complexity and hardware energy consumption is increased with the reduced number of RF chains in the antenna selection process. A near optimal convex optimization based on selection used as a reference. The sum-rate achieved is evaluated with a simple method of selecting antennas with the highest received power. In this power-based antenna selection method for the measured channels, the performance close to the convex optimization scheme is achieved. The same objective was in [4], [7–12] but it used the norm-and-correlation-based selection algorithm with low complexity for energy efficiency maximization has been proposed. Selection metric considers the effect of the norm of each channel column and correlation between columns while attaining low computational complexity. While in [6] the problem of joint multicast beam forming and antenna selection for multiple co-channel multicast groups was the motivation of the work and the proposed algorithm has achieved a reduction in a number of required antennas that are essential to produce the wanted signal level along with less transmission power. The performance is satisfactory and has presented less complexity along with improvement in other attributes.

Another point of interest has been studied in [4, 9, 13–15] which is accurate transmit-side channel state information (CSI) and a new algorithm named antenna group scheduling (AGS) algorithm which combines antenna selection and user scheduling for pursuing a further reduction in feedback overhead has been proposed. The AGS was built to enhance channel along with selecting the best antennas based on the best gain obtained. The Simulation has proven that the proposed technique fulfill an impressive feedback overhead reduction over the conventional beamforming techniques (33%–50%) within the same target sum rate needs. In [1], [6], MIMO can improve the spectral efficiency (SE) jointly with the energy efficiency (EE). Antenna selection process, that is necessary for Ma-MIMO system in both transmitting and receiving end. In [1], [16], some algorithms "Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)’ has been used and compared and they are used to achieve better antenna selection with higher capacity and less CPU time. In [12, 13, 17], the paper has focused its interest in the channel state information (CSI), acquiring the CSI plays a central role to provide high system performance. An efficient transmit antenna selection technique acquiring the amount of the required CSI for a Ma-MIMO system in the broadcast channel has been used. The method is to use receiver chosen channel and feedback the selection to the transmitter in form of a feedback till all receiver finish then the transmitter will determine which antennas will be used and which are to be neglected. The objective is to maximize the data rates. The optimal solution is a highly complex exhaustive brute force search (BFS) [10], [18] over all possible combinations of antennas and users. The proposed algorithm aims to maximize the achievable sum-rate and to make use of both the spatial selectivity gain and multi-user diversity gain offered by the antenna selection and user scheduling, respectively. The key idea of the proposed algorithm was to successively eliminate both undesired transmit antennas. The proposed algorithm is able to achieve near-optimal performance with low computational complexity. Spatial multiplexing emerged from the fact that in a rich scattering environment, it is possible for the receiver to descrumble signals that are transmitted simultaneously from the multiple antennas. Thus one is able to send parallel independent data streams and achieve overall capacity. In [12], the proposed antenna selection is based on the idea of lowering the cost, size and the power consumption by ranking the antennas based on their channel gain to all mobile stations. Then the transmitter computes the downlink sum rate with S (assumed the antenna to be used) consecutive antenna elements, the transmitter selects the S that is giving the highest sum-rate, the selected S antennas are used to transmit and connect to n users however the rest are turned off for that time slot. The proposed antenna selection technique provides better and less computation. In [4], [18–20], a low complexity greedy user selection scheme with linear zero forcing pre-coding at the base station has been proposed. The complexity of the proposed algorithm is remarkably low i.e. O (MK) while the performance is same as that of the best greedy algorithm known so far. According to previous approaches consider the issue of transmit antenna choice for Ma-MIMO systems by maximizing the determinant modulus of the chosen channel matrix [21]. In [11], the main objective is to develop a practical solution for the complexity of RF switching by introducing binary switching system that performs the antenna selection techniques and reduces system cost and complexity. Antenna selection with respect to the system capacity and reasonable signal-to-noise ratio has been investigated [22–25] also the effect of antenna selection techniques on the coding system and the channel capacity itself even if the channel capacity is one of the criterion. In Tab. 1 antenna selection and power allocation related work is summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work area</th>
<th>Key points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Selection</td>
<td>norm-and-correlation-based selec tion algorithm with low complexity for energy efficiency maximization [4], [7–12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transmit-side channel state information (CSI) used for antenna selection and user scheduling to reduce feedback overhead [4, 9, 13–15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power allocation</td>
<td>equal power allocation to user [3, 15, 26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>various power consumption factor considered apart from the transmit power required at the BS [10, 26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Related work in antenna selection and power allocation.

In this work the antenna selection and power allocation is considered in order to maximize the achievable sum rate and reduce the total power consumption by the RF chains. The main contribution of this work is elaborated below:

- For a single cell Ma-MIMO downlink system with multi-user, an efficient antenna selection and power allocation is proposed to evaluate the achievable rate under the limited number of RF chains.
- In the first step equal power is allocated to user to simplify the problem proposed later, variable power is allocated to user based on the proposed Algorithm I given in Sec. 2.3.
- Simulation results are provided for the proposed system to demonstrate the performance of antenna selection and power allocation in the single cell multi-user Ma-MIMO communication system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the Ma-MIMO downlink system model is elaborated with power consumption model. The problem formulation of antenna selection and power allocation is done in this section. Also, the proposed joint antenna selection and power allocation is explained in this section. In Sec. 3, the numerical results are evaluated. In Sec. 4, the conclusion is presented.

2. System Model

In this paper single cell Ma-MIMO system is considered serving multi-users with each user having single antenna. The base station (BS) is having N antennas serving the K users sharing the resource block belonging to same time-frequency unit. At the BS, the assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI) is made. The BS performs antenna selection among the available M antennas choosing N best antennas in the cell and also allocate power to the users. The BS performs jointly the antenna selection and power allocation. The signal received at the kth user is given by [1–7]
\[ y_{dl} = \sqrt{T}Bx + n. \]  
(1)
The signal vector \( x \) at BS is written as
\[ x = \sqrt{\psi}Ps \]  
(2)
where
\[ y_{dl} = \left[ y_{dl,1}, y_{dl,2}, \ldots, y_{dl,K} \right]^T, \]
\[ T = \text{diag}(t_d), \quad t_d = [t_{dl,1}, t_{dl,2}, \ldots, t_{dl,K}]^T, \]
\[ b_k = [b_{k1}, b_{k2}, \ldots, b_{kM}], \quad b_{km}, \quad 1 \leq k \leq K, 1 \leq m \leq M, \]
\[ n = [n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_K]^T, \quad n_k \sim CN(0,1), \]
\[ x = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_M]^T, \]
\[ Ps = [p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_k], \]
\[ s = [s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_K]^T, \]
\[ \mathbb{E}(|s_k|^2) = 1. \]

The received signal at the \( k \)th user is denoted by \( y_{dl} \). \( T \) indicates the available transmit power in the downlink for the user. The downlink channel matrix is denoted by \( B \) with the dimension \( K \times M \). The channel matrix elements are represented by \( b_{km}, 1 \leq k \leq K, 1 \leq m \leq M \). The channel elements from \( m \)th transmit antenna at BS to \( k \)th user is denoted by \( b_{km} \). \( b_{km} \) is defined as the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance \( \xi_k, b_{km} \sim CN(0, \xi_k) \), where \( \xi_k \) denotes the large-scale fading. \( n \) denotes noise vector signal with complex Gaussian having zero mean and unit variance \( n_k \sim CN(0,1) \). \( x \) indicates signal transmitted from BS to user. The precoding matrix is denoted by \( P \) having the matrix dimension \( M \times K \). \( s \) is the symbol transmitted to user from the BS and it satisfies the condition \( \mathbb{E}(|s_k|^2) = 1 \). \( \psi \) denotes a constant which satisfies the condition \( \mathbb{E}(|x|^2) = 1 \) and is defined as \( \psi = \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}(|n|^2)}. \)

The signal at the receiver can be rewritten by substituting (2) into (1) as
\[ y_{dl} = \sqrt{\psi}TBP_s + n. \]  
(3)
For Ma-MIMO with single cell configuration the \( k \)th user received signal is written as
\[ y_{dl,k} = \sqrt{\psi}t_d b_{k} p_{s} + n_k, \]  
(4)
\[ y_{dl,k} = \sqrt{\psi}t_d b_{k} p_{s} s_k + \sqrt{\psi}t_d \sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} b_{ki} p_{i} s_i + n_k. \]  
(5)

The received SINR for user is expressed as
\[ \text{SINR}_k = \frac{\psi t_d |b_k p_s|^2}{\psi t_d \sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} |b_{ki} p_i|^2 + 1}. \]  
(6)

The downlink rate for the \( k \)th user is expressed based on the Shannon’s formula is given below
\[ R_k = \log_2(1 + \text{SINR}_k). \]  
(7)
The total sum rate of \( K \) users is given as
\[ R_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{E} \{ R_k \}. \]  
(8)
Based on (6) and (8) the sum rate is rewritten as
\[ R_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \mathbb{E} \left \{ \log_2 \left ( 1 + \frac{\psi t_d |b_k p_s|^2}{\psi t_d \sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} |b_{ki} p_i|^2 + 1} \right ) \right \}. \]  
(9)

2.1 Power Consumption Model

The circuit power consumption for transmit antenna, power required for signal processing and cooling loss are the key power consumption factor apart from the transmit power required at the BS [10], [26]. The power consumption model can be written as
\[ t_{\text{sum}} = \mu \left ( \frac{Kt_d}{\rho} + t_{\text{cir}} + t_{\text{dia}} \right ) \]  
(10)
where \( \mu \) represents the loss factor of system power supply related to main system, DC system and cooling system. The efficiency of the power amplifier (PA) is represented by \( \rho \). The power consumption of the circuits related to RF chains is represented by \( t_{\text{cir}} \). The static power which is independent of transmit antenna number is given by \( t_{\text{dia}} \). The \( t_{\text{cir}} \) is modeled as
\[ t_{\text{cir}} = M(t_{\text{dac}} + t_{\text{mix}} + t_{\text{filt}}) + t_{\text{syn}} \]  
(11)
where \( t_{\text{dac}} \) is the power consumed by the DAC circuit, \( t_{\text{mix}} \) represents power consumed in the mixer, \( t_{\text{filt}} \) represents power consumed in the filter and \( t_{\text{syn}} \) represents power consumed in the frequency synthesizer. If the parameters in (11) considered as constant, except \( t_d \) and \( M \) then the \( t_{\text{sum}} \) increases monotonically with respect to \( M \). The circuit power consumption is given below if \( t_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum available power at the BS as
\[ t_{\text{out}} + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n t_{\text{cir}} \leq t_{\text{max}}, \]  
(12)
\[ t_{\text{out}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} t_k, \]  
(13)
where \( \alpha_n \) is defined as antenna selection coefficient [3].
2.2 Problem Formulation

The optimal solution is to find the power allocation in the transmitting antenna among the selected transmit antenna. The optimal number of antennas and power allocation have to be obtained jointly to attain the maximum capacity. The sum capacity of the Ma-MIMO system is described by the following equation [3, 19, 27]

\[ C(B) = \max_{T \subseteq \mathcal{R}^{K \times K}} \log_2 \det \left( I_M + \rho B^H T B \right) \]  

(15)

where, \( T \subseteq \mathcal{R}^{K \times K} \) is the set of non-negative diagonal matrices with \( \text{Tr}[T] = 1 \). If the antenna selection is employed with a subset of antennas at the BS, the sum capacity is written as function antenna selection is given as

\[ C(B_{[N]}) = \max_{T \subseteq \mathcal{R}^{K \times K}} \log_2 \det \left( I_N + \rho B_{[N]}^H T B_{[N]} \right) \]  

(16)

By solving the following problem, the optimal capacity can be determined for antenna selection and power allocation for all users

\[ C(B) = \max_{T \subseteq \mathcal{R}^{K \times K}} \log_2 \det \left( I_N + \rho B_{[N]}^H T B_{[N]} \right). \]  

(17)

Since the optimization problem is non-convex, the antenna selection and power allocation must be jointly designed. The problem can be partially simplified by allocating equal power to users by the predetermined power allocation matrix \( T = \frac{1}{N} I_K \). Under the equal power allocation regime the optimization problem becomes

\[ C(B) = \max_{|N| = N} \log_2 \det \left( I_N + \rho B_{[N]}^H T B_{[N]} \right). \]  

(18)

Though, this is a simplified form, the channel matrix is tantamount to solving a subset selection

\[ N^* = \arg \max_{|N| = N} \log_2 \det \left( I_N + \rho B_{[N]}^H T B_{[N]} \right). \]  

(19)

The problem can be solved by convex optimization but having the complexity using the \( O(M^{3.5}) \). For the Ma-MIMO with hundreds of antenna the computation complexity is highly expensive. It is desirable to choose an approach with complexity increasing linearly with \( M \).

The power consumed in the circuit when all the antennas activated could not produce maximum sum rate. The critical problem is to find an optimal solution with antenna selection and power allocation among the users. The problem formulated over all realizations for the average sum rate can be written as

\[ \text{maximize} \quad R_{avg} = E \left\{ \sum_{k=1}^{K} R_k \right\} \]  

(20)

subject to

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} t_k + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n t_c \leq t_{\text{max}}, \]  

(21)

\[ \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n \geq K, \]  

(22)

\[ \alpha_n \in \{0,1\}, n = 1 \ldots N. \]  

(23)

The problem formulation is non-convex and can not be solved using water filling algorithm for optimal power allocation for users. Due to the multi-user interference the problem becomes non-convex [26]. The transmitter performs the joint operation of antenna selection selecting \( N \) antennas among the \( M \) antennas and power allocation.

2.3 Joint Antenna Selection and Power Allocation

Initially, in the first case equal power allocation is considered in this section in order to simplify the problem and later power allocated for various user based on the approach adopted. The simplified problem is to find the number of antennas that produce maximum sum-rate from the available \( M \) antennas. The conjugate precoding is adapted to reduce the complexity of the beamforming. The asymptotic sum-rate is approximated in [26] for the conjugate precoding. Under the multi user interference the term can be approximated by its expectation as

\[ \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} |b_k b_k^H|^2 \approx E(|b_k b_k^H|^2) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n \]  

(24)

The average SINR_{avg,k} for any user over the channel realizations can be approximately written as

\[ \text{SINR}_{\text{avg},k} \rightarrow \frac{t_{\text{out}}}{t_{\text{out}} + K}. \]  

(25)

For all the users SINR_{avg,k} is same. The average sum-rate can be obtained as a function of \( t_{\text{max}} \), the fixed consumed power \( t_c \), the number of users \( K \), and the number of selected antennas

\[ R_{\text{avg}} = K \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n \left( t_{\text{max}} - t_c \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n \right)}{K (t_{\text{max}} - t_c \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha_n + K)} \right). \]  

(26)

The \( R_{\text{avg}} \) becomes a concave function because the second order derivative of average SINR is negative. The optimal number of selected antenna is given as

\[ N^* = \arg \max_{N} (R_{\text{avg}}), 0 < N^* < t_{\text{max}}/t_c \]  

(27)

where \( t_{\text{max}}/t_c \) is the maximum number of antennas that can be supported by the system due to circuit power constraint. Then, the optimal number of antenna selection is derived as

\[ N^* = \begin{cases} \lfloor g \rfloor & \text{if } R_{\text{avg}}((\lfloor g \rfloor)) > R_{\text{avg}}((\lceil g \rceil)) \text{ or } \lfloor g \rfloor = \lceil t_{\text{max}}/t_c \rceil \\ \lceil g \rceil & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

(28)

where

\[ g = \frac{t_{\text{max}} + K - \sqrt{K(t_{\text{max}} + K)}}{t_c} < t_{\text{max}}/t_c. \]  

(29)
The optimal antenna selection allows to determine the amount of power consumed at the RF chains. The transmitted power for the user can be expressed as

\[ t_k = \frac{t_{\text{max}} - N^* t_c}{K}. \]  

(30)

In the second case, the system sum-rate is derived for the joint optimal antenna selection and power allocation among users. An algorithm is proposed to maximize the sum-rate by iterative approach selecting a randomly chosen antennas from fixed number of antennas and optimally allocating power to users. The algorithm is terminated when the sum-rate starts decreasing. The optimal number of antenna selection is estimated with the respective optimal power allocation.

### Algorithm I: Antenna selection and power allocation algorithm

1. for \( S = 1 : \frac{t_{\text{max}}}{t_c} \) do
2. \( \beta_k^2 = |h_k b_k^H (S)|^2, k = 1 : K \)
3. \( d \leftarrow t_{\text{max}} - S t_c + K \)
4. \( \Delta_k \leftarrow d (\beta_k^2 + 2S)^2 - 4(S - \beta_k^2)(S d^2 + \frac{\beta_k^2}{\mu \ln(2)}), \)
5. \( \mu \) is solved to find optimal antenna
6. power allocate based on \( \left( \frac{d (2S - \beta_k^2) + \sqrt{\Delta_k}}{2(S - \beta_k^2)} \right) \)
7. Break if \( R_{\text{sum}} < R_{\text{sum}} - 1 \)
8. end for

The power allocation is not equal among users, let us consider the multi-user interference as \( |h_k b_k^H|^2 = \gamma_k^2 \) and desired signal \( |h_k b_k^H|^2 = \beta_k^2 \). The interference term can be approximated as in [26]

\[
\sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} \frac{t_i}{\eta} \left| b_i b_k^H \right|^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{E} \left\{ \sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} \frac{t_i}{\eta} \left| b_i b_k^H \right|^2 \right\}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} \frac{t_i}{\eta} \left| b_i b_k^H \right|^2 = \sum_{i=1,i\neq k}^{K} \frac{t_i}{K}
\]

(31)

where, the \( k \)th user SINR\(_{\text{avg},k} \) is written as

\[
\text{SINR}_{\text{avg},k} = \frac{t_k \beta_k^2}{S(t_{\text{max}} - S t_c - t_k + K)}.
\]

(32)

The optimization problem for joint antenna selection and power allocation in (8) can be written as

\[
\text{maximize } R = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{t_k \beta_k^2}{S(t_{\text{max}} - S t_c - t_k + K)} \right)
\]

(33)

subject to \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} t_k + S t_c \leq t_{\text{max}} \).

(34)

The above optimization problem can be solved by using the Lagrangian operation and can be written as

\[
L(t_k, \mu) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{t_k \beta_k^2}{S(t_{\text{max}} - S t_c - t_k + K)} \right)
+ \mu \left( \sum_{k=1}^{K} t_k + S t_c - t_{\text{max}} \right).
\]

(35)

The above optimization can be solved by taking derivative with respect to \( t_k \)

\[
t_k^2 (S - \beta_k^2) + t_k d (\beta_k^2 + 2S) + S d^2 + \frac{\alpha \beta_k^2}{\ln(2) \mu} = 0
\]

(36)

where \( d = t_{\text{max}} - S t_c + K \).

The Algorithm I solves the (36) for antenna selection and the respective power allocation to the users. The algorithm converge at the point where the sum-rate shows the decrease in value. The concave nature of sum-rate, there exists a convergence point to the algorithm resulting in the maximum sum-rate achieved with the optimal solution.

### 3. Numerical Evaluation

In this section, the numerical simulation performance is evaluated for the proposed antenna selection and power allocation in Ma-MIMO system. The simulation parameters are shown in the Tab. 2. For the Ma-MIMO system at the BS the number of antennas installed is 400 and the total number of user is 10. Each user is having 2 antennas at the user terminal. The cell radius is considered 250 m. the distance between the BS and UT is 35 m. The coherence block length is 200. The maximum transmit power at BS is 35 dBm. Under these simulation parameters the system performance is evaluated and illustrated in Figs. 1–4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of antennas at BS</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of user terminals</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of antennas at user terminals</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of channel realizations</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total channel bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subcarriers</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcarrier bandwidth</td>
<td>30 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell radius</td>
<td>250 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum transmit power</td>
<td>35 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Figure</td>
<td>5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver noise density</td>
<td>– 101 dBm/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal user distance from base station</td>
<td>35 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence block length</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration loss</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2. Simulation parameters.
In Fig. 1, the average data rate versus number of transmit antenna performance is illustrated for the proposed antenna selection and power allocation approach. With the proposed approach the average data rate is improved compared to the other antenna selection and power allocation approach.

In Fig. 2, the sum rate performance of antenna selection with equal power allocation and with optimal power allocation is shown. With the optimal power allocation and antenna selection the total sum rate performance is improved.

Figure 3 illustrates the optimal transmit power versus the number of antennas selected under various circuit power consumption. The transmit power consumption increases with increase in number of selected antennas. The performance is evaluated for different circuit power consumption ($t_c = 30, 40$ and $50 \text{mW}$). The optimal transmit power increases when the circuit power consumption increases.

In Fig. 4, the SNR versus average data rate performance for the proposed antenna selection and power allocation with 128 antenna is compared with 64 antenna selected without power allocation. The proposed system gives better average data rate compared to 64 antenna configuration as the increase in the number of selected antennas improves the data rate of the system. More number of antennas used to suppress the high SNR to get the better average data rate.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the antenna selection and power allocation is proposed for the Ma-MIMO system and the performance is evaluated. By activating all the antennas, the power consumed at the transmitter circuit increases which result in poor energy efficiency of the system. The antenna selection scheme reduced the number of RF chains used in the system resulting in low complexity and significant reduce in the power consumption. With this approach the sum rate maximization is achieved. Apart from the transmitter power consumption at the BS, various power consumption model is discussed in this paper. In order to reduce the total power consumption at the transmitter side, the optimal power allocation is combined with antenna selection to maximize the sum rate with reduced power consumption.
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